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NYC Fishing Journal published by Gong Press is written by artist Yixin Tong. He is born in 
Mount Lu, now lives and works in Gravesend, Brooklyn, New York. 
 
Fishing often reminds people of leisure activities for old people. However, the fishing style 
which Tong favors consumes plenty of patience and energy, and it is punk and rebellious. 
Especially in water surrounded New York, fishing leads him to find a contrast urban scene of 
this international metropolitan city. The hidden wild connotation is corresponding with the 
life of financial bankers, both having its realistic and cruel sides. Yixin Tong believes:”I don’t 
trust that the most direct, serious one works best.” 
 
Tong’s art practice is located in the compromising crossroad of social culture and wild nature. 
Those boundaries are mostly burry, desolate and dismal. At the same time, those reflect the 
surviving situation among people and other species. Art critics Brett Yates said that Tong 
follows “post-apocalyptic aesthetic, where man and beast meet at the edges of a crumbling 
civilization, reflected in artworks which ‘are about survival’”. [StarRevue, Apr. 2019] The 
Brooklyn Rail’s Tanner Tafelski thinks Tong’s work “conjures associations of reincarnation, of 
spirits eternally dwelling in these spaces”. [The Brooklyn Rail, Mar. 2019]. The famous art critics 
Barbara Pollack have mentioned that Tong records a “bizarre evolution” which “capturing the 
true surrealism”. Besides, Andrew Stooke commented on Tong’s solo exhibition Alien at 
Vanguard Gallery, Shanghai that Tong’s work“fostered tender indulgences”.  
 
Progress of Creation 

 

Animalistic Punk – Fish (detail), 2018, Jacquard tapestry, galvanized metal tube, steel 

eyebolts, 63.5x134x3 inches 

 



 

 

Animalistic Punk – Fish, 2018, Jacquard tapestry, galvanized metal tube, steel eye 

bolts,63.5x134x3 inches 

 

 

Animalistic Punk – Skate, 2018, Jacquard tapestry, metal tube, eye bolts,63x90.5x3 inches 

 



 

Animalistic Punk – Abandoned Sunken Boat, 2018, Jacquard tapestry, 45x80 inches 

 

 

DoubleSpiral Dotted Line, 2018, deserted rammed-earth wall, recycledceramic roof tiles, 

planks, nails, screws, 670 x 236 x 4 inches 

 



 

DoubleSpiral Dotted Line, 2018, deserted rammed-earth wall, recycledceramic roof tiles, 

planks, nails, screws, 670 x 236 x 4 inches 

 

 

Spiral Dotted Line, 2017, neon lamps made of burettes, 78x39x4inches 

 

 



 

 

RushingAcross the Field as a Dotted Line, 2015, neon lamps made ofburettes, 65x0.2x0.2 feet 

 



 
Ultima Thule, 2018, treetent, trampoline, sound, wireless speakers, ladder, books, 

underwear, hardware,dimension variable 

 

 

Ultima Thule, 2018, treetent, trampoline, sound, wireless speakers, ladder, books, 

underwear, hardware,dimension variable 

 



 

Ultima Thule, 2018, treetent, trampoline, sound, wireless speakers, ladder, books, 

underwear, hardware,dimension variable 

 

 

Alien,2017, multimedia installation incorporating Jacquard tapestry, videoprojection, metal, 

videos on screens, sound, Inkjet prints on paper, lightbox,lights, plastic, GIF image on LED 

screen, dimension variable 

 



 

Alien,2017, multimedia installation incorporating Jacquard tapestry, videoprojection, metal, 

videos on screens, sound, Inkjet prints on paper, lightbox,lights, plastic, GIF image on LED 

screen, dimension variable 

 

 

Alien,2017, multimedia installation incorporating Jacquard tapestry, videoprojection, metal, 

videos on screens, sound, Inkjet prints on paper, lightbox,lights, plastic, GIF image on LED 

screen, dimension variable 

 



 

 

NYC Fishing Trip – Cut up a Fallen Tree to Clearthe Fishing Spot, 2017, stopmotion video 

with sound, 1’28” 

 

 

StrangeNew Health, 2016, installationview 

 



 

StrangeNew Health: Trampoline Pool, 2016, galvanized steel trampoline frame, inkjetprint on 

vinyl, springs, 96x96x5 inches 

 

 

StrangeNew Health: Gateway, 2016, galvanized steel trampoline leg, trampolineshoe & 

accessory bag, keyboard segment, dried fish, OFF! Deep Woods® InsectRepellent, steel 

wrecking bar, violin bow, plastic toy axe, firefighter partyhat, paint, cable ties, foam 

bird, 56x34x11 inches 

 



 

Strange New Health: Tongue Accessories, 2016, boat seat, crystal, steel, curtain ring, 

12x13x9 inches 

 

 
Aggression Project – Spider and Trampoline, 2016, Jacquard tapestry, galvanized metal 

tube,steel eye bolts, 64x90.5x2.5 inches 

 



 

Aggression Project –Crab and Above Ground Pool, 2016, Jacquardtapestry, galvanized metal 

tube, steel eye bolts, 64x90.5x2.5 inches 

 

 

ACertain Cure for the Bite of a Mad Insect, 2017,multimedia installation incorporating 

coral, dried orange peels, Sharpe oninsolation paper, fiberglass, metal, ceramics, foam, 

fake pearls, plastic,vinyl, cement, and other objects, 157x123x123 inches 

 



 

ACertain Cure for the Bite of a Mad Insect: Toad Lip Ring Scratcher(detail, 2017, resin, 

fiberglass, steel, polypropylene, paint, ink, 112x85x12inches 

 

 

ACertain Cure for the Bite of a Mad Insect: Gunshot Skins,2017, gunshot aluminum kettle, 

dried orange peels, yarn, nails, 13x10x10 inches 

 



 

ACertain Cure for the Bite of a Mad Insect: Nose Ring,2017, ceramics, glass, hardware, 

18x14.5x4 inches 

 

 

Fishingfor Banana Trout at the Anarchy Drainage, 2018, HD video with sound, 02’31”, 

anonymous location, YukonTerritory, Canada 

 



 

Fishingfor Banana Trout at the Anarchy Drainage, 2018, HD video with sound, 02’31” 

 

 

 

[MV] Fishermen's Words: NYC Fishing Trip –Look at Its Teeth, 2018, SD video with sound, 2’

20” 

 

 

 



 

CameraPopper Lure, 2017, SD video with sound, 5’34” 

 

 

Migration of Eyes – Multispecies Micro Fishing,2016, video with sound, 21’10” 

 



 

Migration of Eyes – Multispecies Micro Fishing,2016, HD video with sound, 21’10” 

 

 

JackieChan YouTube Comment, 2018 

 

 



 

New Comment on YourYouTube Video, 2017 
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